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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing, an oddity which is the majority of the circumstances presented as "the cloud," is the moving 

instrument of on-request processing assets. Everything from applications for data centres over the web is on a 

compensation for utilize premise. A cloud storage is a vigorous model adapted to accumulate and maintain data 

over the network. Approved clients are allowed to approach the amassed data in the distributed storage quickly. 

Over the preceding few years, we have been unswervingly moving aside from the resident system to the cloud 

for accumulating and dealing with our data. Cloud is one of the most smoking figuring development showcases 

now and has formed into an essential piece of a person's everyday life. Nevertheless, the cloud storage vendors 

such as Microsoft, Amazon, and Google have acquainted people with their new extravagant cloud storage plans 

Consequently, In Contrast not every individual person is competent to utilize the accommodation for cloud 

storage technology. In particular, people such as professional photographers, video editors, instrumentalists, 

small enterprises who constantly need cloud storage to accumulate data for a persistent-term, will not incline 

towards popular cloud storage vendors for cloud storage services. 

In like manner in this examination, we are putting forth a way, which will serve to lessen the cost of distributed 

storage, also deals with its adaptive. By integrating Own Cloud server with the RASPBERRY PI 3 [1], the 

individual can build his own cloud storage space for accumulating data remotely.  

 
II.  PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Cloud storage has been well known among business and non-business individuals for information control 

reason. Non-business clients pay enormous measure of cash to the famous distributed storage sellers like google, 

amazon, box, and so forth. Non-business clients like Photographer, Video editors, pay around 7000 RS for every 

year to get 1 TERA BYTE of cloud storage and on the off chance that they need to store information for around 

5 years then it will cost those around 35000 RS. By actualizing individual cloud storage utilizing raspberry pi 3 

and own cloud server, we can lessen this cost to 7200 RS.  
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On the off chance that we centre around the business clients or industry clients who exceedingly depend on the 

cloud administrations for distributed storage and server checking, at that point these are the general population 

who pay the most noteworthy measure of cash for the hardware services and the cloud services. For observing 

the server and sparing their log to the distributed storage, one needs to implement the thin client. Execution of 

thin client will cost around $199 to $700 which absolutely relies on the PC brand and the execution required (for 

ex, processor, Operating System, hard drive space). Though the raspberry pi 3 is exceptionally shabby. 

Executing a thin client will diminish the cost by least 7000 RS. 

 

2.1 Raspberry pi as thin client for commercial use to reduce hardware and cloud storage cost. 

Little Establishments and firms need to move towards the cloud storage benefits despite can't concede to procure 

indulgent cloud storage capacities to have to their information secured and maintained over the cloud. For 

Illustration, an affiliation considers regulating the logs, movement on their server, and later support that record 

on the cloud. Here RASPBERRY PI and Own Cloud come onto the scene.  

Rather than running for the excessive cloud storage administrations, we can set up our own particular cloud 

storage in Our Organization Environment. Configuring RASPBERRY PI in like manner with the Own cloud 

server, the log and activity information can be routed to the Own Cloud server. RASPBERRY PI acquiesce the 

USB support for storage devices. Connecting RASPBERRY PI to Own Cloud server will bolster the optional 

secondary storage to be considered as a cloud storage where information will be held. On the off chance that we 

request to proceed profoundly, we can utilize the RASPBERRY PI as a thin client to approach the Own Cloud 

Server. A thin client is fundamentally a insubstantial personal computer anticipated to companion to the server 

condition.  

Using RASPBERRY PI as a thin client will undermine the equipment cost, which is surprisingly not as much 

when contrasted with the equipment cost included in the event that you do notpractice the RASPBERRY PI. In 

this shape, we can reduce the cost of cloud storage by utilizing the raspberry pi. RASPBERRY PI keeps running 

on the Linux working system. The default OS for the RASPBERRY PI is Raspbian OS. RASPBERRY PI can 

profit organizations to keep on equipment cost to strengthen undertaking labourers 

 

2.2Raspberry pi as personal cloud storage for non-commercial use to reduce cloud storage cost. 

Non-business clients like picture takers, video editors, artists, understudies, and so forth utilize public cloud and 

private distributed storage administrations to secure and save their profitable data in the distributed storage. 

Rather than that they can utilize their own personal distributed storage administrations which can be produced 

utilizing the raspberry pi 3 and the own cloud server. The equipment cost and the improvement cost for 

individual distributed storage is extremely shoddy when contrasted with the unrestrained cost presented by the 

different distributed storage merchants. Raspberry pi with own cloud as an personal cloud gives the propelled 

set of highlights which are very like the administrations gave by other distributed storage sellers. Raspberry pi 

with claim cloud server as anindividual cloud is an effective and dependable option for such non-business 

clients who don't wish to pay gigantic sum for such distributed storage administrations. Each non-business client 

can benefit the administrations of individual distributed storage. 

 
TYPE DROPBOX ONE DRIVE GOOGLE DRIVE Raspberry Pi  

Price plan  $ 119 yearly $69 yearly $108 yearly $106  

Storage  1 TB 1 TB 1TB 1TB 

Fig1. Cost of raspberry pi over other cloud storage vendors. 

 

III. CLOUD STORAGE VENDORS (STATISTICS AND COST COMPARISON) 

Google Drive: Google Drive is a champion among the most used conveyed distributed storage administrations 

Google Drive offers the word processor, spreadsheet, and introduction devices moreover 15GB of specific 

storage space. Each one of customer's data and accreditations can be exchanged for the Google drive. These 

records can be dealt with from a program too with the versatile application. 

MS One Drive: One Drive is Microsoft's disseminated storage platform, which is given out as a method of 

course in the windows 8 and windows 10 working system. Like some other distributed storage merchant, One 

Drive gives the distributed storage administrations to help clients to impact their information in the cloud. 

 

BOX: BOX is solitary of the all in all settled substitutes for business capabilities. Box has been around for some 

premise, it is pushed by various standard applications, for representation, Google Docs and Office 365. The Box 

match up customer is advantageous from the downloads page for Mac and Windows. In addition, there is 

moreover an official Android client. It offers 10GB free storage and 100 GB for $10 a month. 
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IDrive: an IDrive agreements relentless matchup of your records, for sure those on network drives. IDrive 

offers IDrive Express-an organization whereby in the condition that you surrender each one of your reports they 

will divert a significant hard drive out to you. Taking into account the sudden restoration of all raised up 

records. It offers 5GB free, 2TB for $52 a year (non-monetary administration), 250 GB for $74.62 a year 

(financial administration) 

As per fig1. The supreme cost of the Cloud Storage is RS 7200 every year [7], [8], [9]. On the off chance that 

we raise this degree for a long time, all of a sudden it will cost RS 36,000. The Price of RASPBERRY PI [6] is 

RS. 3,150 and for the auxiliary storage USB device in the event that we take a gander at a 1 TB USB hard disk, 

earlier its cost is RS 3,998 and for the Own Cloud application on the play store, the client needs to pay RS 53 

[5]. The general cost to have Own Cloud server with RASPBERRY PI 3 is RS 7,201. 

 

 
Fig 2.Cloud Storage Vendors and Their Cloud Storage Estimates for the Year 2017 

 

At this gauge, the distributed storage space is open to the person in his own particular place. A person who has 

this executed module will perceive where his information is gathered and can approach it effectively. With 

RASPBERRY PI 3, we can undoubtedly Scale Up and undermine the measure of the USB storage and 

consequently while utilizing Own Cloud with RASPBERRY PI 3, Scalability administration of Cloud Storage 

ends up basic. Own Cloud partakes a few advances over other distributed storage, for example, cost-proficiency, 

information reconnaissance, more grounded supervision and adaptability. 

 

IV. OWN CLOUD SERVER 
Own Cloud is a self-facilitated file synchronize and share server [3]. It stipends association with information 

through the web interface. Own Cloud open assistant plan is enduring by measures of an unstudied yet 

convincing API for applications and modules that work with any limit. 

Besides, Own Cloud has the ability to suit better and better data both on the spot and in the cloud. Clients have a 

way to deal with a broad party of record portion factors and can serve accommodatingly at their counters, from 

their workstations, on their tablets. 

Fortunately, Own Cloud is rapid and straightforward to put in; you determine the servers onto which own Cloud 

is equipped and coordinate with files where they are accumulated. Own Cloud’s File Firewall serves you with 

leading rules-guided connection commands and encryption can be constructed to satisfy your exact surveillance 

provisions. 

Interestingly Own Cloud blends seamlessly with your continuing security, event logging, monitoring and 

substitute processes. In addition, own Cloud’s suitable architecture and APIs authorize you to consolidate 

collective branding and increase core functionality as required to match your growing demands. Own Cloud is 

guaranteed due to its assets, for example, Admin set client/record level support, document firewall, Encryption, 

key administration/takes a calculation, document trustworthiness testing, Authentication administrations. 

RASPBERRY PI is a little PC, which can be joined into your TV and console. RASPBERRY PI accompanies 

inbuilt Wi-Fi support and subsequently can be easily connected with the home system (router) [1]. Own Cloud 

Integration with RASPBERRY PI 3 will adopt the Secondary USB storage device as a cloud space to 

accumulate the data 

Execution of this plan/part of RASPBERRY PI with Own Cloud will enable an Individual to utilize information 

on distributed storage not just from the home system but rather again from the different system [7]. Above all, 

by adopting the approach of port forwarding [4], it is conceivable to approach the Own Cloud server present in a 

home network from another network. Own Cloud directs the android application on the play store [5] to 

approach the cloud. 
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Fig 3. Interaction with Own Cloud 

 

A Personal cloud storage architecture is a refining of interpreting the peripheral sections, and data for a cloud 

storage to fulfil the peculiar provision. It suggests a methodical and meticulous procedure to plan for special 

cloud storage. The construction of an abstruse portrayal of the data flows, inputs and outputs of the particular 

cloud storage. The design usually sent via modelling, employing a graphical model of the substantial special 

cloud storage using Raspberry Pi. The fundamental purpose of personal cloud storage design is to establish the 

industrial explanation to fulfil the utilitarian specification of the cloud storage. The design likewise will indicate 

the result to the dilemma that the developer facing presently and the design will incorporate the process, the 

flow or order, and endeavour that involved during the personal cloud storage handling. 

 

V. RASPBERRY PI 

 
Fig 4. Raspberry Pi 3 Structure 

 

Raspberry Pi is habitually a MasterCard estimate PC, which was contrived to exhibit programming to the 

unpractised people. The Raspberry pi association started the generation of raspberry pi models in February 

2012, to start with raspberry pi establishment propelled two models by the name of Model A and Model B.These 

basic devices came up with 256 MB Memory, A single-core CPU, HDMI, Analog and USB support. The later 

announcement of Raspberry Pi was RP2-MODEL-B. The RP2-MODEL-B showed up with Increased Memory 

up to 512 MB and four USB Port Support. With Later Upgrades, they included other elements such as Bluetooth 

and built-in WIFI support. 

The most recent model of Raspberry Pi is RP3-MODEL-B that happens with USB ports, HDMI Port, Analog 

Port, SD-Card Port, Special Port for Camera Module, Bluetooth, WIFI and Ethernet Port. We can use the USB 

ports to relate the info devices like mouse and console. If you have a Wireless USB keyboard and Mouse, again 

the Wireless USB Adapter will accomplish the activity [2]. 

Ethernet Port is castoff to relate the RASPBERRY PI 3 to the Network. The Power Supply for the 

RASPBERRY PI 3 will be a straightforward Mobile Charger. You can unquestionably associate RASPBERRY 

PI to your TV by using the HDMI Port. 
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To associate RASPBERRY PI 3 to your Device, the HDMI link is acknowledged. On the off chance that your 

device does not strengthen the HDMI innovation, at that point, RASPBERRY PI 3 includes the Analog Port, 

which can be utilized for the association. To interface RASPBERRY PI 3 to Analog Device, an Analog link is 

required.   

To reinforce the cooperation of the client, the RASPBERRY PI 3 keeps running with a unique Camera Module 

port, which can be used to relate a little camera hardware to your RASPBERRY PI 3. On the off chance that we 

relate a HUB to RASPBERRY PI 3 then more USB devices can be related effectively [2]. 

There are significant focal points for growing the capacity limit of RASPBERRY PI 3. There are such a 

significant number of kinds of auxiliary storage devices accessible in the market, which can be used as the 

distributed storage by obstructing them into the USB ports of RASPBERRY PI. In our circumstance, we are 

tolerating the auxiliary storage as distributed storage. Auxiliary Storage device like the USB Hard disk can 

moreover be related by means of the USB cable to convey information.  

 

VI. PORT FORWARDING 

 

 
Fig 5. Port Forwarding With Raspberry Pi 

 

Port forwarding is the capacity of gestalt a router to complete a PC or system device that is related to it 

achievable to different PCs and system device outside the nearby system.  

Port forwarding uses an IP Address notwithstanding the port number to program system to request the specific 

device. In various terms, when you draw in port forwarding for a device, you urge remote web admittance [4]. 

On the off chance that one wants to structure a system device to be diverted up from remotely to the web, odds 

are that you require setting up port forwarding on your router to show up so. Here the origination of port 

forwarding is utilized with the connection to RASPBERRY PI 3 and Own Cloud server.  

The router can be configured to pay heed to a particular port demand. To set the inner port in the router, sign in 

to your router and proceed to "forwarding tab". Locate the inward port field and set the port esteem so. Set the 

Service port and the IP address. If it's not too much trouble Note that the IP address of the raspberry pi for this 

task will be like the IP address of the router. [4]. 

 

VII. SETTING UP OWN CLOUD SERVER WITH RASPBERRY PI 
Subjective cloud storage techniques for Raspberry Pi execution recommends an effect of the system from a 

server, file, and structure to an observation and association program. 

You will require all the standard material notwithstanding an Ethernet link and an unnecessary build-up material 

(optional, in any case, upheld – in case you are endeavouring to cluster up Own Cloud, you may as fittingly give 

yourself a not too unscrupulousgame plan of storage). We will start DietPi, an exceptional lightweight working 

structure for the Raspberry Pi. Later we will work onOwn Cloud that limits on DietPi. [12] 

 

7.1 Set up DietPi on your Raspberry Pi 3 [12] 

The establishment procedure of Diet Pi is indubitably like some other Operating system establishment process. 

Download the disk image, unfasten it with the program of your decision (7-Zip will work). Afterward write the 

disk image to your micro SD card with your preferred program (Win32 Disk Imager on PC and Disk Utility on 

Mac will both work). 
 

7.2 Put in writing your IP Address and assimilate with the DietPi 

With DietPi on the micro SD card and your Pi associated with the web by means of Ethernet link, simply ahead 

and boot up. DietPi should print out your IP address even before you sign in. We will require that, so simply 

ahead and record it. Sign in with the username root and the password dietpi. It's your first time signing in, so 

DietPi will refresh naturally. Endure that and after that hit ENTER key to reboot. At that point log back in! 
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7.3 Mount Own Cloud in Raspberry Pi 3 

When DietPi has rebooted and you've logged back in, you'll have the capacity to put in new software – and that 

is precisely what we will do.The program we need is called Own Cloud. In the DietPi menus, explore to 

Software Optimized – Select DietPi enhanced software for the establishment and afterward to  Own Cloud: your 

own one of a kind cloud (e.g.: Dropbox). You'll utilize the space bar to choose and enter to affirm. 

In the wake of choosing Own Cloud, you'll be sent back to the menu you began from. Explore to Install – Go >> 

Start establishment for selected software and press Enter. On the accompanying screen, select OK and hit Enter 

again to show that you'd jump at the chance to start. 

 

7.4 Approach Own Cloud Web Interface 

Give the Pi a chance to reboot and after that set it aside for a minute. Bounce on another device and open a 

browser. Keep in mind that IP address for your Raspberry Pi? The one you recorded? Simply ahead and type 

that in the address bar of your program between http://and/owncloud. For example http:// your ip address 

/owncloud/.  

The client will utilize this IP address to get to the web interface of the own cloud.What's more, the principal 

contraption the web interface will do is run the setup wizard.  

The setup wizard will provoke you to make an administrator account. Pick your username and secret key, at that 

point investigate the applications that ownCloud suggests you download. Accept the program's 

recommendation. After this, you'll end up signed in to the ownCloud web interface. 

 

7.5 Approach Your Files: 

Your Raspberry Pi Own Cloud server is presently set up and you can begin transferring files in the storage by 

tapping the in addition to image over the rundown of documents and picking Upload. You can bounce into this 

interface with your program basically on any device on your system, and also through the Own Cloud advanced 

mobile phone applications. You'll require your username and password, obviously, and you'll need to ensure 

your Raspberry Pi is on when you have to approach your cloud. 

 

7.6 Port Forwarding: 

In the event that you need to approach your Own Cloud server from outside your home system (and you in all 

likelihood do), you'll have to set up port forwarding in your router's administrator interface. Configure domains 

in areas in Own Cloud's settings.  

Simply ahead and approach to your router's settings by writing your routers' IP address into a browser address 

bar. We'll all have similar objectives here, however, our settings may look somewhat changed. For example 

Administration Port: 80 

Inside Port: 80  

IP Address: [your Pi's IP address]  

Convention: TCP  

Basic Service Port: HTTP  

Change your settings so they coordinate our own above (once more, they won't legitimately be in a similar 

request or design). Where we have [your Pi's IP address], you should, obviously, put your Pi's genuine IP 

address. This is the IP address you recorded path back in Step 2. 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION 

"The cloud" is shaped of data centres. Vitality, especially power and cooling, are a noteworthy piece of data 

centre costs. Instead of getting less expensive with time, the cloud storage price expanded each year for quite a 

long time.  

Raspberry Pi as an individual cloud storage will hand over an abundance of advances, for instance, self-

sufficiently cloud storage. The client will be adequate to assemble their own cloud storage space using their 

helper secondary storage with security parts and encryption. This secures the surveillance of data.  

As the secondary storage will meander contrasting with the customer's detail, the data can be assembled in 

liberal volume. Additionally, the client will be prepared to approach the data from the home network as suitable 

as from the remote network. With Raspberry Pi, this system can be settled at an astoundingly sensible cost. 

Extra observation can be given over by working the individual and administrative certifications.  

Components that we see working in cloud storage costs are server upkeep, IT support, program and equipment 

build, crash recovery, strength, and adaptability. In the event that we utilize the RASPBERRY PI 3 and Own 

Cloud for executing own cloud storage space, at that point the qualification between the usage cost of a standard 

cloud storage and the cloud storage actualized with RASPBERRY PI 3 and Own Cloud server is gigantic. The 
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way we have recommended in this research is further beneficial for the people who are long-term purchasers of 

the cloud storage innovation.  

Utilizing Own Cloud with RASPBERRY PI 3 will be especially useful in cost lessening however again will 

animate in dealing with the adaptability of cloud storage, which is the precondition of the overarching cloud 

platform. Making Personal cloud for information storage and control will fortify observation, contribute better 

supervision and versatility, less expensive costs, develop force, upgrade the adaptability of distributed storage. 

Usage of this Component of cloud storage with RASPBERRY PI 3 and Own Cloud will stamp, not especially 

the corporate individuals, but rather again the elective people who long to be a hauling out of cloud storage 

innovation, however, are not sufficient to have a place with one, just only in light of the unrestrained cost of 

cloud storage. 
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